Mast Climber.
Thanks to John Barry for introducing this device, also used on Valentine and
Tiercel.

Needed – length of spectra, good bosun’s chair, cam cleat, two s/s saddles, strong
halyard on the boat capable of taking several times your weight, a fall arrester or
second halyard as back-up.
Take a length of spectra strong enough for several times your weight and a bit
longer than your mast. Make this device as shown (marine ply is OK with footrests of angled aluminium). Attach s/s saddles and a cam cleat suitable to the
rope as shown. A cam cleat with the two cams locked together is best, so both
sides can be opened with one hand. This device should then be easy to raise but
will not slide down the spectra (unless cam cleat is opened).

To use it (you need at least one helper), attach the spectra to a secure halyard
using bowlines or other suitable knot, but NOT involving a snap shackle (though
if there is one on the halyard it can be used as a back-up to the knot). Hoist the
halyard to the top of the mast and secure it to a strong cleat. With the climbing
device threaded on to the spectra and near the bottom, tension the spectra with
a winch. Attach the bosun’s chair to your most secure halyard (your life depends
upon it so again use a good knot, NOT a snap shackle). Use either a second
halyard as a safety back-up, or a fall arrester between bosun’s chair and the fixed
length of spectra. Get yourself into the bosun’s chair and your feet in the
footrests and stand up. Your helper tensions the halyard on a winch (and if used,
a second helper does the same with the backup halyard). With your weight now
on the bosun’s chair, lift the device with your feet and stand again with the slack
taken again by the winch operator(s). Continue upwards to the required height.
To come down, take feet out of the footrests and allow the winch-operators to
lower you steadily. Be careful not to get into a situation where you need to go up
again as you no longer have the device to aid climbing (unless you bring it down
with you by releasing the cam cleat).
Be careful up there and ensure that on-one stays directly below you where a
falling tool could kill him or her.

